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Quote:

Wasmith wrote:
Someone like Bill Nighey would have been a great choice, although I wonder if he would have done
an "Eccleston" and leave after a season or so.  We have to have Doctor's sign on for at least 3 years,
we're running out of incarnations!  After Matt Smith (Doctor 11) we only have 2 left...  of course, if the
Master can do it, maybe the Doctor can.

After the "abbreviated" 2009 season, I hope 2010 will see the return of Gallifrey (or at least more
Time Lords).  And I hope they do more with River Song (as you suggested Yunners)...  I really want
to know how she fits in.  Russell T. Davies described her as "sort of the Doctor's wife"...

XXXXXXXXXXXX

OK....I, too, agree with Yunners about Ms. Riversong or the Doctor's 'Daughter'...but, there is
something else to think about...

I presume you bothe saw the episode "Last of the Time-Lords"?  There is a bit of a question as to
'Who' / whom it was that picked up the masters' ring.  There are those that say it was the Rani.  If it
was...then might I state that the Doctor is NOT the last of the time-lords?  Then, of course, there's
always  "Susan"...the 'Grand-daughter' that was left behind in the 1st Doctor's episode "The Dalek
Invasion of Earth"; played by Carole Ann Ford.  Several novels, noteably "Legacy of the Daleks" and
"Lungbarrow" show how Her life went on after being left behind with David Campbell, the Dalek
fighter She fell in love with in the 22nd century.  However, as of this date, ( 07 January, 2009 ), none
of these stories have been announced as 'canon'...therefore, they can not be taken as anything but
possibilites.  

There's also the young lady cloned from the 10th Doctor, in "The Doctor's Daughter"...'Jenny'.  IF
She has all the "gifts" of a Time-Lord...then, there's a chance the species won't die out ( No, I'm not
talking about incest here...I'm talking about in-vitro fertilization, donor eggs / sperm....and genetic
cross-breeding.  There have gotta be other worlds where this kinda stuff can be done...look at the
Sontarons, for example ).  Also, if you remember, there was that incident at the end of "The Curse of
Fatal Death"...where He regenerated into a 14th Doctor...and female at that.  Well...we shall have to
wait and see...bet the BBC does come up with something, though...can't see them wasting their
famous 'cash cow' anytime soon.

My favorite 'Doctor'?  #7...Sylvestor McCoy...followed by Davison, then Eccleston.  Favorite
Companion?  The 'Brig', followed byt 'Ace'.
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